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We are
Welcoming to all of our new Joinees

ArcOnboarders

Gandharva
BHARTI

GARGI

Sharma - Girdhar
DEEPAK

Soni

GEETIKA
Soni

HARSH
Jain

KAILASH
Kunwar Ranawat

MOHAMMAD
Shabaz

MANSI
Chauhan



Ojha
NAMAN

PREM

Khaturiya
NIKITA

Singh

RAMESH
Modi

RINI
Singh Tank

SHANKAR
Lal Dangi

ArcOnboarders



Work Anniversary

5 Years@Arcgate
Krishna Gopal Tailor

10 Years
@Arcgate

5 Years
@Arcgate

Pushpendra Kumar Soni

5 Years
@Arcgate

Vinay Ameta

Mohammed Sharukh Chhipa

5 Years
@Arcgate

Ashish Kalyana



Ashish Kumawat traveled to Manali and captured some beautiful pictures.

ArcTravalogue



Vaishnav Devi:

It is said that 
Vaishnav Devi 
Trip cannot be 
planned until 
your Token has 
been called. In 
the month of 
February, 
some of our 
best had a 
chance to visit 
this serene 
place.
Nilesh, 
Ankush, 
Prakash & 
Prakash and of 
course 
Himanshu..... 
They shared 
many stories 
of the trip and 
and a few pics 
for us to enjoy. 
May there be 
more trips like 
this in the 
coming times 
and loads of 
memories will 
be built and 
shared.

ArcTravalogue





ArcMoment

Ayesha khan celebrated her best friend’s birthday on 5 th Feb.



Bharat tailor celebrated his daughter’s birthday on 14 th Feb. Wishing her
daughter lots of happiness and a wonderful year ahead!

ArcMoment



Divya Jain got married on 22nd 
January. Here are some pics 
from the marriage. Wishing her 
a wonderful life ahead!

ArcMoment





ArcMoment



We all now know the next Star on the 
Block. None other than Ruhaan..... He 
turned 11 this month and believe me, 
it was one awesome G rated Party..... 
This kid knows how to have fun and 
make sure his Father (Himanshu Suha-
lka) is there to capture important and 
candid moment....



ArcMoment

Kailash Chand participated in 
Rangathon 2.0 Holi Cycling 
event and enjoyed the ride, 
music and colors.





ArcMoment



The Month of February was a very hectic month, but as 
they say, whenever you work hard... Play harder... and 
that's what I did.... Had a lot of work related deliveries & 
at the same time loads of marriage functions to attend 
to. So much awesome food to gorge on and fantastic 
clothes to wear....

On top of that, EPL approaching... It was the perfect 
excuse to take up and re start a Sport : Cricket.... It was 
really heartwarming to see how all from the team 
�ocked to the training in the mornings and genuinely 
had fun. Getting to know your colleagues outside the 
work environment is always an added bonus. It creates 
an energy and camaraderie unparalleled. 



ArcBirthdays

Tanay Arya

Vinod Patidar

Nihal Suthar

Kinjal LodhaAsif Raza Mansuri

Pramod Singh

Arshita Bhatnagar

Shivani Pitliya

Sneha Rathore



Afreen Hussain

Chunnilal Gameti

Jitendra Meena

Shahnawaz Khan Pathan

Prajjval Chittora

Mohammed Zuber Chhipa

Rajlakshmi Pillai



ArcPoet

Poem by - Deepika Mundra



ArcPoet

Poem by - Deepika Mundra



ArcPoet

Poem by - Deepika Mundra

Poem by - Naveen Singh



ArcPoet

Poem by - Pushpendra Soni



ArcPoet

Poem by - Himanshu Suthar



ArcShutterbug

Clicked by - Naveen Singh



Thank you for giving your time to this newsletter. If you want to
be part of next month’s newsletter, please send in your entries to

monthly@arcgate.com, and feel free to write a few lines describing
your entry. We also welcome your valuable suggestions!

�
Thank you


